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Abstract: Resequencing microarrays are a common tool for fast monitoring of in-
dividual genetic variations. Applications include diagnosis of genetic and infectious
diseases and SNP prediction. Base calling is the crucial step in the analysis of rese-
quencing data. All current base calling algorithms produce ambiguous calls on parts
of the sequence. Therefore, proper data handling, editing and visualization as well as
revised calling algorithms are generally necessary for successful data interpretation.
We present a base calling algorithm that uses a model-based approach using intensity
comparisons and region-wise conformance assessment, as well as an algorithm to re-
vise uncalled positions. The calling algorithm is shown to have call rates comparable
to ABACUS, the currently most commonly used method. Both algorithms combined
however can considerably increase the calling rate. We also present a new open source
software called ResqMi, short for Resequencing using Microarrays, which focuses on
the efficient and user-friendly analysis, visual inspection and easy manual editing of re-
sequencing microarray data. Both algorithms are implemented as plugins for ResqMi.
ResqMi is available at http://www-ps.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/resqmi

1 Introduction

Microarrays have become a major tool for various analytical purposes, including sequence
analysis. Resequencing microarrays are now commonly used for the fast and precise anal-
ysis of individual genetic variations. A common application is the identification of genetic
diseases by resequencing the respective genes. This allows a faster and more reliable
diagnosis than traditional methods and often directly displays the cause of the disease.
Furthermore resequencing has been used to monitor genetic variation of infectious dis-
eases [S+06]. Resequencing arrays have been used to analyze genes prone to carry ma-
lignant mutations, which might not directly cause a disease, but raise the risk for e.g.
cancer. Here, a timely diagnosis allows to delay or avoid the outbreak of the disease.
Analysis of mitochondrial mutations is informative for a variety of applications from dis-
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ease genetics to forensic identification. Affymetrix’s GeneChip R Human Mitochondrial
Resequencing Array 2.0 interrogating the entire 16kb mitochondrial genome on a single
array has been used for the detection and diagnosis of various diseases [M+07, v+06].
In differential diagnostics of infectious diseases, resequencing allows to precisely iden-
tify the infectious pathogen [L+06, M+06, W+06]. In another application, resequencing
arrays have been used to identify possible antibiotic resistances [D+05]. NimbleGen’s
CGS platform [A+05] has been applied to similar purposes, especially on a whole micro-
bial genome scale [J+08]. Although the length of the sequence that can be (re)sequenced
with one array is limited, the same technology is applied for whole-genome SNP (Single
Nucleotide Polymorphism) analysis studies using sets of several arrays [H+05, C+07].

Resequencing microarrays work in a sequencing by hybridization scheme [BS88, LF94].
Oligonucleotide probes, typically of length 25, are synthesized using an array tiling strat-
egy with eight unique probes per target base position. Each oligo probe is varied at the
central position to incorporate each possible nucleotide - A, G, C, or T - allowing for the
detection of both known and novel SNPs.

Given a successfully hybridized and scanned resequencing microarray, it is necessary to
derive the nucleotide sequence from the spot intensities. This process is known as base
calling. A naı̈ve base calling scheme would simply call that base corresponding to the
highest intensity at the specific position. More elaborate algorithms have been devel-
oped. The Adaptive Background genotype Calling Scheme (ABACUS) algorithm [C+01],
employs a series of data integrity checks to filter out sites of poor quality and uses a
likelihood-based method for base calling. Model-P uses a physical model based on the se-
quence of the oligo probe and the target to obtain feature intensities for different potential
genotypes [ZK05]. Clark et al. have proposed a model-based algorithm using intensities
and neighborhood-related features [C+07].

All base calling algorithms have in common that a number of ambiguous calls remain, so
that manual inspection of data is required. No-call ratios as low as 5% [Aff06] leave several
hundred or more bases per experiment to inspect by the user in order not to miss an impor-
tant mutation. Manual inspection and subsequent editing of such large datasets is generally
cumbersome and time consuming. Furthermore, GSEQ (GeneChip R Sequence Analysis
Software, Affymetrix), the only currently available software applications for Affymetrix
resequencing arrays, lacks important visualization features, base-editing ability and has
restrictive operating system requirements.

Any software for the analysis of resequencing microarrays should satisfy a few criteria.
First, it should allow efficient and fast processing of the arrays. In particular base call-
ing should be automatic and leave the least possible number of ambiguous base calls for
subsequent manual inspection. Second, user-friendly interaction as well as swift naviga-
tion through sequence and intensity data is necessary to find and identify the impact of
mutations. Finally, the software should provide an overview and position specific visu-
alization of intensity as well as sequence data, which is important for the inspection of
critical positions and for manual base calls.

In this paper we present ResqMi, a new open source software and framework for the anal-
ysis of resequencing microarray data. In ResqMi we have implemented an efficient base
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calling algorithm that produces easily interpretable base calls. Furthermore, we present
an additional algorithm to enhance the call rates. Applications of the algorithms to three
different resequencing experiments shows that the model-based approach is much faster
than ABACUS, and, in combination with the second calling algorithm it produces higher
call rates in most cases. ResqMi features visualization of intensity and sequence data and
facilities to revise problematic calls. ResqMi has a user-friendly GUI and can easily be
expanded with further functionality via a plugin interface.

2 Methods

We focus on resequencing data derived using the Affymetrix GeneChip R Sequence Anal-
ysis platform [Aff04, M+04]. It allows resequencing of genomic DNA using custom made
oligonucleotide arrays. Oligonucleotides of length 25 are used with the interrogation base
at position 13. The sequence analyzed with CustomSeq arrays is split into fragments (with
lengths ranging from 6 to several 10,000 positions). Each fragment represents for example
an exon or a region of particular interest (e.g. known spots of variation). Fragments are
not necessarily genomically adjacent. Therefore, when investigating windows around par-
ticular positions, only positions within the same fragment are considered. Our base calling
algorithm uses a model-based approach as described in [C+07]. The underlying idea is
that bases are called according to a combination of position-wise intensity comparisons as
well as a region-wise conformance assessment (see figure 1 for an overview).

Let Is
x,i be the intensity of base x ∈ {a, c, g, t} in tiling position i on the sense strand

and let Ia
x,i be the intensity of base x in tiling position i on the antisense strand. Let Ri

be equal to the base at the ith position of the reference DNA. Let Rc
i be its respective

complementary base.

Figure 1: Overview of base calling algorithms in ResqMi. The figure shows the major steps in the
model-based base calling algorithm. The dashed arrow refers to optional steps that the user can
perform after base calling.

1. Raw Call: For each position i on the sense strand set Bs
i = arg maxx Is

x,i . Simi-
larly, for each position i on the antisense strand set Ba

i = arg maxx Ia
x,i .

2. Conformance: Cs
i is defined as the fraction of raw base calls on the sense strand

which are identical to the bases of the reference DNA within a sliding window.
If Bs

i = Ri, the window ranges from i − 10 . . . i + 10, else the range is set to
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i − 20 . . . i − 10 and i + 10 . . . i + 20. Likewise, calculate Ca
i for the antisense

strand.

3. Ratio: At position i let P s
i be the highest intensity and let Qs

i be the second highest
intensity on the sense strand. Then we define Δs

i = P s
i

Qs
i

. For the antisense strand,
calculate Δa

i likewise.

4. Strict Call: Let µ be a threshold parameter for the conformance, and let ν be a
threshold parameter for the ratio. A strict call Ss

i = Bs
i is made if Cs

i > µ and
Δs

i > ν. If either Ci or Δi is below the respective threshold, no reliable base call is
possible and Ss

i = n is called. Furthermore,Ss
i = n is set if Bs

i = Ri and if there
is an alternative call within a region i − 5 . . . i + 5 with a higher intensity than at
position i. Analogously, strict calls Sa

i are produced for the antisense strand.

5. Consensus Call: In this last step the strict calls of the sense and antisense strand are
compared. If Ss

i is complementary to Sa
i and if there is no alternative call within

i − 5 . . . i + 5 with a higher intensity, the respective base is returned. If the strict
calls in both strands differ, we have implemented two possibilities for the call. The
strict consensus call returns n. The relaxed consensus call sets the resulting base to
its IUPAC code. For example, if Ss

i =a and Sa
i =c, the resulting relaxed consensus

call is r.

The rationale for this algorithm is based on the following natural approach: A call is made,
unless the position has poor quality. A position has poor quality if the signal is ambiguous,
i.e. either the difference between the highest and second highest intensity at the respective
position is very small (low Δ) or the conformance of base calls with the reference sequence
within a region around the position is low. If at a specific position the corresponding call
differs from the reference base, the intensities at the adjacent positions are reduced, be-
cause they each have a mismatch position. Therefore, any signal at these positions may
be due to unspecific hybridization [Hac99]. While this tends to lower the conformance
around non-reference calls, at least the flanking regions are required to have a high confor-
mance. For the same reason, in the strict and consensus call step, no brighter alternative
calls are allowed within an interval around a position, for the brightest alternative is more
likely to be actually based on a reliable signal. Using these two main criteria for quality,
the meaning and impact of the two threshold parameters µ and ν are intuitive and the re-
sults are easily interpretable. If µ and ν are high, only regions with large consistency with
the reference sequence and large Δ will be unambiguously called.

All current calling algorithms fail to call bases that in fact can be unambiguously assigned
to a specific base when manually inspecting the site. These are bases that are clearly
homozygous. In this case on both strands the brightest and the next-brightest intensity have
a reasonable distance above a certain threshold, and the highest signal of the sense strand
and the highest signal of the antisense strand refer to complementary bases. Therefore we
have devised a simple scheme, called Re-Analyze, to resolve such calls automatically. Re-
Analyze is applied only to positions that were previously called as n. Formally, let P s and
P a be the highest, Qs and Qa the next highest intensities in the sense and antisense strands,
respectively. If Qs < νP s and Qa < νP a and P s and P a correspond to complementary
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bases, call this base, else the other original call is left unchanged. The parameter ν is, as
above, a user-defined threshold for the ratio of the intensities. Re-Analyze can be seen
as a relaxation of the above base calling algorithm since it omits conformance and other
neighborhood-based quality measures.

3 Software

Here, we present ResqMi, short for “Resequencing using Microarrays”. ResqMi works
on Affymetrix’s GeneChip R Sequence Analysis platform for resequencing data, including
the GeneChip R Human Mitochondrial Resequencing Array [M+04]. ResqMi is imple-
mented in C++ using the QT toolkit for the graphical user interface and the Affymetrix
Fusion SDK (http://www.affymetrix.com) for data parsing. ResqMi features a graphical
user interface with a similar design as Affymetrix GSEQ software in order to assure users
instant usability of the software. The interface is designed to allow visual inspection and
easy manual data editing. It offers a project-based organization of the data, keeping all
necessary files in a data tree for easy and well-arranged access. ResqMi can work on raw
intensity data (CEL file format) and processed sequence data (CHP file format), either
provided by external applications or produced by base calling performed within ResqMi.

Sequence data can be viewed and edited in the Resequencing window (see figure 2). This is
the central window of ResqMi, giving a fragment-wise view of the processed data of one or
more arrays. In general, we focused on quick navigation and concise overviews: a header
view summarizes the base composition of the reference sequence and an overview of the
called bases, highlights no-calls as well as heterozygous and homozygous non-reference
calls. The called sequences are displayed aligned to the reference, also highlighting non-
reference calls. Editing sequences can easily be done in place, just by typing or using a
context menu. Only valid IUPAC nucleotide symbols can be entered. Search functions,
specifically for non-reference calls, further enhance navigating in the sequences. All other
windows are connected with the Resequencing window to adjust to the currently selected
position. For swift finding of interesting locations, such as specific sequence features or
known polymorphic sites, a bookmark system has been implemented that allows the user
to jump between locations. An in-detail tabular view of the calls and quality scores is
implemented in the Resequencing table. Here, editing the called base is also possible. Re-
ports can be generated from sequence data, that includes an overview of the n calls and the
type and position of non-reference calls. For visual inspection of intensity data, the CEL
intensity window shows a table of the intensity data (for all eight probes for each position)
and a lineplot of the currently selected base and its two nearest neighbors. This view of
the data allows to identify possible non-reference calls or regions of low or saturated in-
tensities. When working on many hybridized arrays, the full CEL intensity window may
be too large. A shrunk window showing the intensity plot without the values is available
for this case. There are several ways of obtaining sequences in ResqMi. CEL files can
be processed in Affymetrix GSEQ and the resulting CHP and CEL files are imported in
ResqMi. CEL files can also be directly analyzed using ResqMi. For this purpose, ResqMi
features its own implementations of the calling algorithm described above. Additionally,
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Figure 2: Central Resequencing window of ResqMi, including intensity view (bottom left) and
position details exemplified here for the case of a mutation in the CFTR gene.

Affymetrix GSEQ can be executed from within ResqMi to produce calls from intensity
data.

ResqMi offers a plugin interface, which allows an easy extension of its functionality.
Currently, we have implemented the model-based calling algorithm and Re-Analyze as
ResqMi plugins. Parameters and results can be set and inspected in a GUI, showing all
necessary information to readily interpret the results. The base-calling algorithm yields
CHP files such that GSEQ and other Affymetrix software can read them.

Re-Analyze can be applied to any CHP file in the data tree. Especially when processing
files that contain many no-calls (n’s), Re-Analyze is helpful to resolve the straightforward
cases, such as bases that are clearly homozygous.

When detecting a mutation, it is necessary to estimate its impact. A mutation can be,
depending on its position, either synonymous (the resulting amino acid stays the same),
or non-synonymous, leading to a different amino acid or to a major effect on the gene
product, including missing start codon, premature stop of translation, or new or missing
splice sites. If a mapping of resequencing fragments to the genomic or mRNA sequence
of a gene is available, ResqMi can give detailed information on the position, whether it
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is within the coding sequence, intron, exon or if this position has been identified as SNP
position. A basic helper application called ResqMap is included in ResqMi that produces
the required mappings from the array-specific library file (the so-called CDF file) to one
or more GenBank data files.

ResqMi is open source software released under the GPL. Binaries for different platforms
and the source code are available at http://www-ps.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/resqmi.

4 Results

We used three data sets of three different resequencing microarrays (see table 1 for details).
The data set encompassed a custom-made resequencing array of the disease-related human
CFTR gene (unpublished data), the human mitochondrium and the Coronavirus causing
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome). The sequence lengths per array ranged from
9,511 to 37,756 base pairs. Altogether, 75 arrays were used. For CFTR and Mito, fully
analyzed sequence data produced with the current Affymetrix software was available. The

Table 1: Key features of the data sets used. Note that each array contains several fragments for sites
of known mutations of the main target.

Name Target Bases Fragments Experiments
CFTRa CFTR 9511 84 17
Mitob Human Mitochondrium 37756 480 14
SARSc SARS Coronavirus 30588 3 44

aunpublished data
bhttp://www.affymetrix.com/support/downloads/demo data/demo data mito.zip
cArray Express, accession numbers E-MEXP-510 and E-MEXP-511.

data was imported into ResqMi and the model based calling algorithm was applied with
different settings to evaluate the algorithm parameters.

We tested every combination of conformance parameter µ ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} and
ratio parameter ν ∈ {1.01, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25, 1.33}, both for strict and relaxed consensus calls.
For each parameter combination and array we computed the ratio of no-calls (see figure
3).

In all datasets, we observe that both parameters have some impact. Higher values of ν
generally lead to higher n counts. The effect is larger in the CFTR and SARS datasets than
in the Mito dataset. Increasing the value of the conformance cutoff µ generally only has
a small effect, except for the Mito dataset. However, µ = 0.9 leads to considerably more
n-calls in all datasets. The results heavily depend on the data. Especially the SARS and
CFTR datasets contain arrays which have relatively low n-call rates as well as arrays with
virtually no called bases, leading to heavy outliers (see table 2). Relaxing the requirements
for the conformance would not be useful to produce calls on some arrays, since mean
values for conformance as low as 0.25 are observed. The consensus method, i.e. whether
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strict or relaxed consensus is used, also affects the calling rate. For strict calls, we observe
a higher rate of n-calls and fewer discrepancies (see figure 3 and table 2), while fewer
n-calls and more (ambiguous) alternative calls are made when using relaxed consensus
calls. This is especially pronounced in the Mito data set where we observed a decrease
of the n-call rate from 35.6% to 31.5% with an increase from 1.4% to 5.5% for the mean
discrepancy rate. The impact of the parameters on the number of called bases differing
from the reference sequence is similar. For low values of µ and ν, the rate of discrepancies
is higher than for more restrictive ones. The ratio cutoff, however has a far lower impact
on the rate as the conformance cutoff. Naturally, the relaxed consensus method leads to
more discrepant calls than the strict consensus method, especially at lower values for µ.
Note that generally calls made using low values of µ and ν might be unreliable. Therefore,
choosing higher values can increase accuracy, albeit at a lower call rate.
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Figure 3: Mean No-call-ratio (left) and discrepancies of reference sequence ratio (right) in three
datasets using strict consensus calls (triangles) and relaxed consensus calls (dots) for different values
of µ and ν. For comparison, the two horizontal lines show no-call-ratio of the Affymetrix algorithm
on the same data.

We observe that the results of the model-based approach are comparable to the calling rate
of the Affymetrix algorithm. In the CFTR dataset, for all parameters the no-call ratio is
lower or roughly equal to the Affymetrix results, both for strict and relaxed calls. In the
Mito dataset, for µ ≤ 0.7, the n-call rate is below or equal to the Affymetrix algorithm,
for relaxed and strict consensus respectively.

Generally, there is a good concordance between the called bases and the reference se-
quence. Cohen’s Kappa statistic (K) [Coh60], summarizing this concordance, is ≥ 0.5
for most parameter sets. The Affymetrix algorithm yields comparable values for Kappa
(data not shown).

For further analysis of the algorithm, we used parameters µ = 0.8 and ν = 1.25 (see
table 2). These values should ensure reliable calls at a moderate no-call ratio. At these
parameters, the K is ≥ 0.54 for all datasets. We found that the model-based calling
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algorithm generally reduces the correlation between n-calls and low intensities, compared
to the Affymetrix algorithm. Relaxed base calls generally lead to lower correlations than
strict base calls, implying that the algorithm is less prone to produce n-calls for positions
with lower intensities (data not shown). Applying Re-Analyze to all datasets, yielded
further improvements of the calling rate (see table 3). By empirical testing it was found
that ν ≥ 1.2 is a reasonable value, reducing the n-rate by up to 9.35%.

Table 2: Mean percentage of n-calls (parenthesis shows range), percentage of discrepancies and
Kappa statistic (K) for all datasets using parameters µ = 0.8, ν = 1.25. Note that K is equal for
both consensus methods.

Strict consensus call Relaxed consensus call
Name %n % disc. %n % disc. K
CFTR 37.3 (18.5. . .100) 0.1 36.7 (17.9. . . 100) 0.8 0.56
Mito 35.6 (32.3. . .38.4) 1.4 31.5 (27.2. . . 34.7) 5.5 0.54
SARS 34.6 (1.55. . .97.8) 0.1 33.7 (1.49. . . 97.8) 0.9 0.61

Table 3: Rates of n-calls after application of Re-Analyze and mean percentage of n-calls resolved
by Re-Analyze, for Affymetrix calls, strict and relaxed consensus calls (µ = 0.8, ν = 1.25).

Affymetrix Strict consensus Relaxed consensus
Dataset % resolved % resolved % resolved
CFTR 8.81 9.24 9.35
Mito 8.69 7.73 7.67
SARS - 3.71 3.59

5 Discussion

ResqMi is the first freely available open source and multi-platform software for the anal-
ysis of resequencing microarray data. In order to allow a fast and flexible evaluation of
intensity and sequence data, ResqMi features a graphical user interface and allows easy
data handling. ResqMi offers several views of the data, from large-scale overviews to
spot-oriented views of the intensity data necessary to make most of the data available.
With ResqMi, the actual impact of a mutation can easily be identified. Since all calling
algorithms fail to call bases for many sequence positions, manual inspection features like
the ones offered by ResqMi are pressingly needed. Altogether, we think that ResqMi is
a valuable tool for working with resequencing data. A whole analysis of a resequencing
dataset including import, base calling, running Re-Analyze and generation of reports takes
less than 5 minutes depending on the dataset. So far our software only processes arrays
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produced with the Affymetrix GeneChip R technology. However, to our knowledge most
resequencing arrays published were produced by Affymetrix.

The currently largest resequencing array is Affymetrix’s CustomSeq R 300k array that al-
low the analysis of up to 300,000 bases of double stranded sequence (600,000 bases total)
on a single array. Since all current base calling algorithms leave a part of the sequence
uncalled, several thousand bases must be manually inspected, even in the rare case of ex-
tremely low no-call rates of 5% or less. Combining the model-based base calling algorithm
of Clark et al. with a subsequent application of Re-Analyze we have shown that up to 10%
of the n’s can be resolved. In a resequencing setting, independently produced sequences
are usually not available. Therefore, a strict precision estimation is impossible. However,
we assessed the concordance of the called bases with the reference sequence using the
Kappa statistic and found reasonably good results.

The default base calling algorithm in ResqMi follows the typical approach of evaluat-
ing and processing resequencing data. During manual inspection bases are called when
its signal distance to the second-highest and the reliability of the neighborhood is large.
Therefore, the parameters µ and ν are easy to understand. Furthermore, the application
to several data sets indicate that the impact of parameter changes is generally linear and
predictable. Although the model-based algorithm is simple, we found that on most data
sets the performance in terms of call ratio is comparable or better in comparison to the
ABACUS algorithm as implemented in Affymetrix’s GSEQ software. We recommend as
default parameters for µ and ν to use 0.8 and 1.25, respectively, since these values pro-
duced high calling rates with low risk of false discrepancy calls. Lowering the cutoffs
below these values will increase the calling rate, but will as shown increase the rate of dis-
crepancies, which may be unreliable. Due to this tradeoff, such parameter sets may only
be useful when analyzing especially noisy data.

Subsequent application of Re-Analyze helps to automatically lower the fraction of un-
called positions that are clearly homozygous loci. Heterozygous positions indicated by
conflicting calls for the sense and antisense strand as well as a possibly small intensity
ratio of the highest and second highest signal remain uncalled, and therefore Re-Analyze
will not produce false calls.

As a plugin-based architecture, adding new methods for visualizing, analyzing and editing
is easy and will further improve ResqMi. Future directions include adding new function-
ality to ResqMi as technology evolves. Although the calling algorithm performs well on
some datasets, the algorithm should further be improved in order to cope with extremely
noisy data. Further testing with other data sets should improve our understanding of how to
set parameters and how to devise improvements of the algorithm. Ambiguous signals can
also be the result of weak hybridization affinity, saturated signals or cross-hybridization.
An improved base calling algorithm should therefore also take the hybridization condition
of the individual probes in consideration [Hac99].

Generally, further research in this field is necessary in order to generate more complete
and reliable calls from a wide range of resequencing data.
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